Artisan Technology Case Study: iD Tech Camps
Quick Facts
iD Tech Camps is the leading provider of day and
overnight technology camps and teen academies
for students ages 7-18.
Coordinating the activities of over 16,000 students
and 600 staff members participating in over 40
distinct classes and programs taking place at over
60 universities each summer is a massive logistical
undertaking.

“We felt like we were stacking plates that were
eventually going to topple,” recalls Pete Ingram-Cauchi,
the President & CEO. “Initially we thought we needed to
upgrade the technology platform upon which our
applications ran, but after meeting with Artisan
Technology we recognized the need to ask bigger
questions about our business overall.”

Seamless information flows and systems are
essential for providing a good experience to
students, families, and staff.

The Problem
Through its first nine years in business iD Tech Camps
developed its primary business applications in-house.
Their unique business challenges were not easily
addressed by off the shelf software, so custom
designed and built processes and systems helped fuel
their growth. However, after years of expansion, they
began to stress the capabilities of their applications. It
was evident to the management team that they
needed major upgrades to enable continued growth.

A few years ago contemplating expansion
internationally was out of the question. From the
challenge of handling different currencies, to having
the confidence to pursue the business in general,
we just weren't there. Now, we’re expanding
internationally much sooner than I thought possible.
We could not have done it without Artisan Technology.
Pete Ingram-Cauchi, President & CEO, iD Tech Camps

Custom Software Solutions That Work, So Your People Can Too.

The Solution
With Artisan's encouragement, the team at iD Tech
Camps kicked off a process that took about 5 months
to define a new set of business goals. Their “Next 10”
initiative outlined plans for the company’s second
decade in operation. “Artisan was an essential partner
in providing structure and organization for the process
of building the requirements for our systems at a
business level,” describes Ingram-Cauchi.
“The challenges iD Tech Camps faces are unique. Every
year they are launching new courses and entering new
markets, all while hiring and training or retraining a host
of staff members,” relays Jim Beattie, President of Artisan
Technology. “It was essential that they build their
business practices around a robust data structure and
nimble application architecture that could be adapted
and scale as their business grew in size and complexity.”
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Artisan created a complete solution covering every
aspect of iD’s business, from marketing a course, to
student registration, to payment and check-in. In order to
realize improvements and increases in productivity
along the way, critical elements were rolled out in phases.

The new application is so aligned with the business
needs that iD has been able to do dramatically more
with a reduced number of staff members devoted to
administrative tasks.

Revenue Growth
Not only has the new system allowed iD to enter the
international market, it has enabled them to
generate more revenue from existing markets.
Specifically, capacity-management tools now allow
the company to vary pricing depending on market
circumstances.They are able to easily put together
promotions and programs to maximize the profit
from every camp they offer.

“It is no secret that many technology improvement
projects fail. Frankly, we were wary about embarking
on this project because it was so ambitious," explains
Ingram-Cauchi. “Remarkably, Artisan has been on-time
and on-budget throughout. They are straight shooters
and when they say they will deliver on something, they
just get it done and done right."

Remarkably, the internal business systems have
made such a leap forward that they are now
positioned to generate revenue for the company.
Where the company formerly had to develop
business processes to work around the limitations of
their applications, their systems are now so effective
that other similar camps will be paying iD
subscription fees to use it. From systems that
restricted how iD could function to: dramatic cost
savings, new markets, and an unexpected revenue
stream, iD Tech Camps has truly profited from its
relationship with Artisan Technology.

Return on Investment

For More Information:

The impact of the business process improvement and
custom software application work that Artisan
performed for iD Tech Camps has been far-reaching on
both sides of the accounting ledger.

Cost Savings
Prior to implementing the system designed by Artisan,
iD Tech Camps had to hire staff to manually verify credit
card charges and perform other "double-checking"
work because existing systems were either not reliable
or incapable of handling non-standard situations.
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